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NQTs!
We hope you liked
your little gift from us
to help you enjoy a
well-earned break.
Please tag us on
Twitter or Facebook
with a photo.
If you have not yet
joined a union, it’s
free membership for
your first year!

CHRIS KEATES’ COMMENTS ON
OFSTED’S ANNUAL REPORT
Launching her second Annual Report as Her
Majesty’s Chief Inspector, Amanda Spielman said in
December that, thanks to the hard work of
teachers,
lecturers,
childminders,
social
workers and many others, the quality of
education and care in England is good and
improving.
Commenting on this, Chris Keates, General
Secretary of the NASUWT-The Teachers’ Union,
said:
“It is clear from the report that the teaching profession is continuing to
achieve high standards for children and young people. This is despite
the continuing pressures teachers are facing in terms of depressed
pay, excessive workload and the knock-on impact of the major
recruitment and retention crisis.”
“This success has been achieved despite the government’s
education policies, not because of them and we see in Ofsted’s
report some of the consequences of the government’s failure to
exercise strategic leadership over the education system.”
In an article in the TES, John Roberts asks, “Is Oftsed blaming
schools for the DfE’s problems?” The report does not mention the
current schools’ funding crisis. They do appear to be willing to look
closely at schools that appear to be “off-rolling” pupils to boost exam
results.
The TES reported, “Inspectors found that 19,000 children dropped off
school rolls between January 2016 and January 2017, during the time
students take their GCSE exams.”
“Around half (9,700) of those dropping off rolls
between Years 10 and 11 are not reappearing on
the roll of another state-funded school.”
https://www.tes.com/news/reporters-take-ofsted-blaming-schools-dfe-problems
https://www.tes.com/news/ofsted-nearly-10k-rolled-pupils-disappear-school-system

NASUWT: the only union exclusively focused on teachers.

Leeds NASUWT
NEW YEAR’S RESOLUTIONS
Workload continues to be the number one concern for teachers.
It is the reason given by many teachers as to why they leave the profession and one of the reasons
contributing to the recruitment and retention crisis in teaching. So, why don’t you and your NASUWT
colleagues in school do something to address your workload concerns by following these New Year’s
Resolutions, which are taken from the NASUWT Action Short of Strike Action (ASOSA) Instructions.
1. I will ensure I have 10% timetabled PPA. It’s my time and cannot be directed by others.
2. I will only attend meetings and other activities that are scheduled on the published School Calendar.
Consultation will have taken place about this calendar and no changes to teacher’s timetables will take
place without sound educational reasons.
3. I will ensure that my performance management process is a professional dialogue and not just imposed on
me.
4. I will apply for Threshold when I reach M6 on the Main Pay Range.
5. I will only receive and send e-mails from the school email address during
directed time.
6. I will refuse to provide lesson plans to management on a general basis. It would
be wise to provide one, if requested, when being formally observed.
7. I will ensure that I receive a reasonable amount of Leadership and Management time (if appropriate) and I
will not undertake subject responsibility or co-ordinate a subject without a TLR/Leadership Spine payment.
8. I will mark and assess pupils in a manner consistent with the Union’s guidance where the school’s Marking
and Assessment Policy generates excessive workload and has not been agreed by the NASUWT.

Agenda Annual General
Meeting
1. Minutes of last AGM
and Matters arising

Annual General Meeting
and

General Meeting
on

2. Annual Report of
Executive Committee

Thursday 7th March 2019

3. Financial Report and
Accounts

at

4. Amendments to
Rules and Local
Association Rules
5. Declaration of
Officers: Vice
President, Secretary,
Treasurer

Leeds Park West
Light Refreshments available.

Free use of the Feel Good Health Spa!

6. Declaration of the
Executive Committee
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